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We are have been working 
responsibly  to bring

Trust and 
Transparency 
into AI..

…relevant more so in these 
unprecedented times….



“We believe now is the time 
to begin a national dialogue 
on whether and how facial 
recognition technology 
should be employed by 
domestic law enforcement 
agencies”

Arvind Krishna
IBM CEO, June 2020 letter to US Congress

IBM News Room - IBM @ CES <https://newsroom.ibm.com/CES> (© Copyright IBM Corporation 1994, 2019).

https://newsroom.ibm.com/CES


“If we fail to make ethical
and inclusive artificial 
intelligence we risk losing 
gains made in civil rights and 
gender equity under the 
guise of machine neutrality.”

Joy Buolamwini
Gender Shades
MIT Media Lab

Joy Buolamwini – MIT Media Lab <https://www.media.mit.edu/people/joyab/overview/> (CC BY 4.0).

https://www.media.mit.edu/people/joyab/overview/


FAIRNESS EXPLAINABILITYROBUSTNESS LINEAGE

Trusted AI Lifecycle through Open Source
Pillars of trust, woven into the lifecycle of an AI application

Adversarial 
Robustness 360 

↳ (ART)

AI Fairness 
360 

↳ (AIF360)

AI Explainability 
360 

↳ (AIX360)

github.com/IBM/adversari
al-robustness-toolbox

art-demo.mybluemix.net

github.com/IBM/AIF360

aif360.mybluemix.net

• github.com/IBM/AIX360

aix360.mybluemix.net

AI Factsheets

Is it fair? Is it easy to 
understand? Is it accountable? 

Did anyone tamper 
with it?



LFAI Trusted AI Committee
https://wiki.lfai.foundation/display/DL/Trusted+AI+Committee

Bring Trust, Transparency and Responsibility into AI 

TRUSTED AI 

ü Principles Working Group

ü Technical Working Group

Chairs Region Company

Animesh Singh North America IBM

Souad Ouali Europe Orange

Jeff Cao Asia Tencent
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Technical Working Group:

Topics presented and discussed
AI Fairness 360: MLOps Section created
Kubeflow Pipelines Integration
https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/mlops/kubeflow
Apache Nifi Integration:
https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/mlops/nifi
SKLearn API support for 
AIF360https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/aif360/sklearn
The AI Fairness 360 R package
https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/aif360/aif360-r
AI Factsheets
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2018/08/factsheets-ai/
KFServing Integration
http://bit.ly/kubeflow-trusted-ai
KPMG: Trusted AI in field
https://lists.lfai.foundation/g/trustedai-
committee/files/KPMG%20AI%20in%20Control%20May142020.pdf

Adversarial Robustness 360:  MLOps Section created
Kubeflow Integration
https://github.com/IBM/adversarial-robustness-
toolbox/tree/master/mlops

Principles Working Group:
Materials submitted to Trusted AI Committee from

--- Orange (document draft 4.1 dated 12 August 2019)
--- AT&T (Working Draft Artificial Intelligence Operating Principles 

Under Development version dated Nov 7, 2019 )
--- TenCent (Jeff Cao - Tencent Research Institute - slides)
--- IBM ( 

https://wiki.lfai.foundation/display/DL/Trusted+AI+Committee#TrustedAICom
mittee-Assets)
--- Institute of Ethical AI https://github.com/EthicalML/awesome-

artificial-intelligence-guidelines https://ethical.institute/
Initial PWG Trusted AI documents produced. Tencent, Orange 
and IBM have signed off. Seeking an AT&T signoff
Orange Responsible AI Presentation
https://lists.lfai.foundation/g/trustedai-
committee/files/2020_Responsable_AI_Orange_LFAI.pdf

Upcoming Work:: 
Finalize the LFAI Principle document outlining, among other things-
-- scope - who creates AI - humans or machines/AIs
-- bias in definitions
-- consider how to organize principles - perhaps in a hierarchy
- particular contribution of document: linking principles to 
implementation; incorporating global principles and thinking, linking 
to business throug use cases
-- more on correlation to business e.g., how explainability links to 
business (edited) 

https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/aif360/sklearn
https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/aif360/aif360-r
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2018/08/factsheets-ai/
http://bit.ly/kubeflow-trusted-ai
https://lists.lfai.foundation/g/trustedai-committee/files/KPMG%2520AI%2520in%2520Control%2520May142020.pdf
https://github.com/IBM/adversarial-robustness-toolbox/tree/master/mlops
https://slack-redir.net/link%3Furl=https:/wiki.lfai.foundation/display/DL/Trusted+AI+Committee%2523TrustedAICommittee-Assets
https://github.com/EthicalML/awesome-artificial-intelligence-guidelines
https://ethical.institute/
https://lists.lfai.foundation/g/trustedai-committee/files/2020_Responsable_AI_Orange_LFAI.pdf


Technical Working Group Activities›

›
AIF 360

• Available now in R (before was only in python)

• Compatibility to Scikit Learn

› Blogs:

• The AIF360 fairness toolkit is now available for R users

• The AIF360 team adds compatibility with scikit-learn

• IBM continues momentum in AI and trust leadership

AI Factsheets 360
https://aifs360.mybluemix.net

• AI Governance

• AI Transparency

• Sample factsheets 
with IBM Model Asset 
Exchange 
(MAX) models

MLOps:  Kubeflow Pipelines
• Starter MLOps 

components for 
AIF360 and ART

• Use for fairness and 
adversarial detection 
with Kubeflow 
Pipelines

MLOps:  Apache Nifi

• Apache Nifi
processor for 
AIF360

https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/mlops

https://lfai.foundation/tag/apache-nifi/

https://slack-redir.net/link%3Furl=https:/developer.ibm.com/blogs/the-aif360-team-adds-compatibility-with-r/
https://slack-redir.net/link%3Furl=https:/developer.ibm.com/blogs/the-aif360-team-adds-compatibility-with-scikit-learn/
https://slack-redir.net/link%3Furl=https:/developer.ibm.com/blogs/ibm-continues-momentum-in-ai-and-trust-leadership/
https://github.com/IBM/AIF360/tree/master/mlops
https://lfai.foundation/tag/apache-nifi/


Payload Logging to enable Trusted AI
Why:

● Capture payloads for analysis and 
future retraining of the model

● Perform offline processing of the 
requests and responses

KfServing Implementation (alpha):
● Add to any InferenceService

Endpoint:  Predictor, Explainer, 
Transformer

● Log Requests, Responses or Both 
from the Endpoint

● Simple specify a URL to send the 
payloads

● URL will receive CloudEvents

POST /event HTTP/1.0
Host: example.com
Content-Type: application/json
ce-specversion: 1.0
ce-type: repo.newItem
ce-source: http://bigco.com/repo
ce-id: 610b6dd4-c85d-417b-b58f-3771e532

<payload>



Principles Working Group
bit.ly/trusted-ai

LFAI Trusted AI Principles:
§ Identified 7 principles with participating 

organizations, which were abstracted from existing 
initiatives, and have been structured to be relevant 
for any open source project. Evolving further

§ Agreed that principles will focus “beyond the 
algorithms” into the OSS governance process
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§ Open Source projects run by a single individual or controlled by a single 
vendor are quite closed in their governance. 

§ Projects delaying or not allowing outside contributions

§ Projects welcoming of outside contributions, but not providing leadership 
roles to set technical strategy and direction. 

§ Projects  controlled by a single individual or organization present a 
greater risk and lower the opportunity for collaboration and innovation.

Is Open Source enough?           We need Open Governance

We need a neutral foundation that holds the copy 
rights and associated marks

• Reduces risk of project abandonment.

• Reduces risk of unilateral project license changes

• Eliminates single-vendor control

• Creates a real sense of ownership by the 
community members

• Gives a safe place to innovate

More details:
https://developer.ibm.com/articles/open-governance-community

Benevolent 
Dictator

https://developer.ibm.com/articles/open-governance-community


Announcing: Moving Trusted AI projects in Open Governance to LFAI

Adversarial 
Robustness 360 

↳ (ART)

AI Fairness 
360 

↳ (AIF360)

AI Explainability 
360 

↳ (AIX360)

github.com/IBM/adversari
al-robustness-toolbox

art-demo.mybluemix.net

github.com/IBM/AIF360

aif360.mybluemix.net

• github.com/IBM/AIX360

aix360.mybluemix.net



© 2019 IBM Corporation

https://github.com/
IBM/AIX360

AI Explainability 
360
Interpret and explain 
machine learning models.

https://github.com/IBM/
adversarial-robustness-toolbox 

Adversarial
Robustness 360
Defend against adversarial 
attacks and make AI systems 
more secure

https://aif360.mybluemix.net/

AI Fairness 360
Open Source Toolbox to Detect and Mitigate Bias

§ Demos & Tutorials on Industry Use Cases

§ Comprehensive Toolbox

§ 75+ Fairness metrics

§ 10+ Bias Mitigation Algorithms

§ Fairness Metric Explanations

T r u s t e d  A I  @  I B M

ibm.biz/trusted-ai
( https://www.research.ibm.com/artificial-intelligence/trusted-ai/)

Join the mission!

Linux Foundation AI 
Trusted AI Committee

bit.ly/trusted-ai

http://ibm.biz/trusted-ai
https://www.research.ibm.com/artificial-intelligence/trusted-ai/
http://bit.ly/trusted-ai

